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Abstract 

This review was conducted through searching the literature via electronic databases; Medline, 

Embase, and PubMed, for all relevant studies that were published up to the middle of 2021. With 

susceptible residents sharing sources of air, food, water, and health care within an institutional setting, 

the nursing home environment is highly conducive to infection acquisition and spread. An educational 

program should be implemented to help improve nursing knowledge and attitudes toward infection 

prevention. 
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Introduction  

Nosocomial infections happen during the 

course of  treatment and contribute to patient 

mortality and  morbidity [1]. In developing 

countries, infection rates  may exceed 25% [2]. 

The primary causes of  nosocomial infections 

are poor hand hygiene among  health care 

providers and failure to follow infection  

prevention precautions when providing care 

[3]. These  infections have a significant impact 

on health care  services and patient care in the 

United Kingdom,  costing an estimated £1 

billion per year. Nurses are the  health care 

providers who have the most direct contact  

with patients and provide the most direct 

patient care  [4]. As a result, nurses' compliance 

with infection  prevention precautions would 

have a significant  impact on lowering 

nosocomial infection rates.  However, Chan et 

al [5] reported that in terms of  applying 

precautions inappropriately and  insufficiently, 

nurses' knowledge of standard  precautions was 

inadequate. An examination of  incident reports 

submitted by nursing students  revealed that 

25.4% were related to infection  prevention 

practices [6]. Nurses' compliance with  

infection prevention precautions is known to 

vary; for  example, reported hand hygiene 

compliance rates in  the United States are 

46.7%-57.4%, 63.8% in  Jordanian nurses, and 

86.6% in Hong Kong nurses  [7,8]. Nursing 

students have an unavoidable impact on  the 

prevalence and frequency of nosocomial 

infections  [9]. According to one survey, 52% 

of nursing students  were dissatisfied with the 

content of their infection  prevention course 

[9]. Many studies have found that  nursing 

students have less than the required level of  
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knowledge about infection prevention 

precautions.  Most Healthcare-associated 

infections (HAIs) are  preventable and in a 

recent national survey of NHs,  considerable 

variation in resources and practices for  

infection control (IC) activities was found such 

as time  dedicated to IC, staff knowledge on IC 

practices, and  environmental decontamination 

practices [10,11]. Furthermore, infection rates 

differ between facilities  [12]. This suggests 

that HAIs are important quality  indicators [13]. 

CMS has published quality measures  (QMs) 

for both long-stay and short-stay NH residents  

on Nursing Home Compare since 2002, an 

online tool  that allows consumers to 

distinguish between higher  and lower quality 

NHs [14]. Several QMs, such as the  

percentage of residents with a urinary tract 

infection  (UTI) or an indwelling urinary 

catheter, are related to  infection control and 

prevention. These QMs related  to infection are 

used to calculate overall 5-star ratings  for NHs 

[14].  

 

Discussion:  

NHs that conducted staff training at both new  

employee orientation and when outbreaks 

occurred  had better quality related to urinary 

catheter use. While  prior research has assessed 

the role of IC professional  training on NH 

quality, to our knowledge none have  examined 

the impact of IC training of other NH staff.  

Furthermore, a NH with IC training at both 

orientation  and when an outbreak occurred 

may have a more  robust IC program. Our 

results support existing  evidence that a tailored 

and continuous training  program was better 

than a single intervention in  reducing HAIs 

[15,16].  

Direct patient care staff are responsible for the  

identification, assessment, and reporting of 

residents  with infections. These 

responsibilities require  sufficient 

understanding of IC practices and are vital  to 

the proper implementation of IC processes. Our  

results indicate that more intensive training 

may  improve staff knowledge of IC processes, 

an important  step towards improving overall 

quality of care.  Moreover, urinary catheter use 

is strongly associated  with development of 

catheter-associated UTIs in NHs, suggesting 

that reinforcement of prevention and  control 

processes through timely staff training may be  

one way to decrease infection rates in NHs, 

though  additional research is warranted 

[17,18].  

Since many hospitals report high MRSA 

colonisation  rates among elderly patients, and 

because it has been  shown that S. aureus 

colonisation increases with  advancing age, 

there are concerns about the  introduction of 

MRSA into nursing homes by MRSA‐ positive 

patients discharged from hospital. Once  

introduced, the subsequent spread of MRSA 

between  patients would create a reservoir of 

MRSA within a  nursing home, providing the 

potential for an outbreak  and further hospital 

outbreaks when affected nursing  home 

residents require hospital treatment [18,19].  

Nursing homes provide an ideal environment 

for the  acquisition and spread of MRSA, since 

residents have  an increased risk of colonisation 

due to chronic illness  and debilitation, multiple 

exposures to antimicrobial  agents, and the 

presence of pressure ulcers and  indwelling 

devices [20]. MRSA colonisation is also a  

marker of mortality risk amongst nursing home  

residents [20].  

It is likely that the prevalence of Meticillin‐ or  

methicillin‐ (the United States Approved 

Name)  resistant Staphylococcus aureus 

(MRSA) within  nursing homes is increasing as 

a result of the increased  prevalence of MRSA 

within hospitals, which may  have been 

compounded by the considerable movement  of 

patients from long‐stay hospitals to 

community‐based nursing homes. A 1994 study 

in Birmingham  reported a prevalence of 17% 

amongst 191 residents  in 10 nursing homes 

[21,22]. Interestingly, phage‐ typing of the 

strains revealed similarities with those  

circulating in Birmingham hospitals, suggesting 

direct  transfer from hospital to nursing home. 

A 1999 study  in Northamptonshire reported a 

prevalence of 4.7%  amongst 275 residents in 

17 nursing homes, with six  of the 17 homes 

having colonised residents [23].  Similar 

studies in other countries have reported MRSA  
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prevalence rates in nursing homes ranging from 

1.1%  in Germany, to 4.9% in Belgium [19], 

6.2% in Israel,  8.6% in Ireland and 22.7% in 

the USA, though why  there is this range is 

unclear. More recent studies have  confirmed 

continued high MRSA prevalence rates in  

nursing homes [24,25,26]. Little attention has 

been  given to infection prevention and control 

in nursing  homes with respect to MRSA, 

unlike the situation in  the hospital setting.  

There has been much debate about how best to 

prevent  and control the transmission of 

MRSA. The general  consensus is that more 

appropriate and prudent use of  antibiotics 

would help to address the rise in resistant  

bacteria [27]. It is also recognised that infection  

prevention and control procedures have a part 

to play  in preventing and controlling the 

transmission of  MRSA [27].  

Universal precautions (UPs) are a set of 

interventions  and procedures performed to 

reduce the risk of  acquiring occupational 

infections from both known  and unknown 

sources in the health care setting. The  main 

objectives of UPs are to protect personnel from  

percutaneous injuries and to prevent 

transmission of  nosocomial infections. Health 

care students are at high  risk of being exposed 

to nosocomial and blood-borne  pathogens. 

This high risk can be attributed to poor  

compliance with universal infection control 

practices,  limited clinical experience, or 

insufficient protective  supplies available to 

them [28,29,30]. Research  suggests that 

medical and health care students are not  fully 

compliant with hand-washing recommendation  

before and after examining patients. The 

Centers for  Disease Control and Prevention8 

guideline for  infection prevention asserts that 

periodical assessment  of knowledge and 

compliance of health care workers  with 

infection control guidelines is a priority 

strategy  to prevent infections. Various 

international research  studies have assessed the 

knowledge and compliance  of nursing 

students[31,32]. Across different countries,  

great variations in the knowledge of infection 

control  and the compliance of nursing students 

have been  observed. For example, compliance 

rate was 56.1%  among nursing students in 

Hong Kong. On the other hand, in Jordan, 

51.3% of nursing students were rated  as 

“excellent” in their knowledge of UPs, 39.6% 

were  rated as “satisfactory,” and 9.1% were 

classified as  “weak.” Also the students' UP 

practices were rated as  the following: “unsafe” 

(4.1%), “weak” (27.1%), and  “competent” 

(68.8%) [32]. Close results were also 

demonstrated by Darawad and AlHussami, [34] 

who  reported a mean knowledge score about 

UPs of 12.3  of 25 in a sample of Jordanian 

nursing students. The  problem of poor 

knowledge of UPs was also reported  in 

developed countries such as Italy and Australia 

and  in developing countries such as Namibia 

[35] and  Ghana. [36] Improvements in the 

knowledge of  infection control and practices 

after implementing  educational programs are 

well documented in the  literature. For 

example, in an observational study,  Naderi et 

al [35] examined the effect of an educational  

program on compliance with hand hygiene and 

the  incidence rate of nosocomial infections. 

The study was  conducted over 4 years and 

involved nursing and  medical staff who 

followed a problem-based  educational program 

on hand hygiene.  

Wu et al [37] investigated Taiwanese nursing 

students'  knowledge, application, and 

confidence in infection  prevention precautions, 

and recommended a  comprehensive foundation 

course in infection  prevention for nursing 

students before entering  clinical practice. 

There were gaps in nursing students'  hand 

hygiene knowledge, and their compliance with  

hand hygiene measures was inadequate [37]. 

Celik and  Koçasli [38] proposed revising hand 

hygiene  education measures in response. This 

lack of  knowledge could be attributed to 

deficiencies in  infection prevention education 

provided to nursing students in nursing schools, 

which frequently leaves  students perplexed 

and unsure about which practices  are 

appropriate. Given that approximately 33% of  

nosocomial infections are preventable, nursing  

schools are thought to play an important role in  

educating nursing students on infection 

prevention  precautions and the importance of 

following those  precautions in clinical practice 

[39,40]. Many studies  have suggested 
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emphasizing hand hygiene in the  

undergraduate curriculum through frequent 

hand  hygiene education and assessment. Other 

suggestions  include revising the nurse training 

curriculum to  include standard infection 

prevention precautions and  keeping students' 

infection prevention knowledge up  to date 

during clinical application. Despite the fact that  

such educational programs could improve 

nurses' hand  hygiene practices, infection 

prevention practices, and  infection prevention 

knowledge, there is a lack of  research studies 

focusing on educating nursing  students on 

infection prevention precautions. In Jordan, 

infection prevention precautions are not taught  

in special courses in nursing schools [38,40].  

  

Conclusion:  

It is recommended that efforts be directed 

toward hand  hygiene with antiseptic agents 

and water, rather than  simply soap and water, 

to prevent transmission via  skin. All healthcare 

workers in any setting should have  easy access 

to antiseptic agents. In the absence of  adequate 

handwashing facilities, an antiseptic product  

that does not require water should be used.  

Environmental infection prevention and control  

includes environmental hygiene of work areas,  

including work surfaces in healthcare settings, 

as well  as the cleanliness of equipment and the 

disposal of  items that may have come into 

contact with  colonised/infected patients. 
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